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OVERVIEW 
Alchemize is a robust enterprise application designed for archival, migration and transformation of data, spanning               
multiple repositories of potentially dissimilar types and models. 

Facilities it provides include: 
- Dynamic dashboard for monitoring processes and schedules 

- Job scheduling 

- Simple onboarding through intelligent configuration of supported repository types 

- Transformation scripting 

- The repository types that Alchemize currently supports are Oracle, DB2, SQL Server, PostgresSQL, Elasticsearch,              
Excel, File Systems, and Web Services. 

- Transformation scripts can be built in Python, Ruby or ECMAScript (aka JavaScript) 

KEY FEATURES 

2.1. Data Migration 
Data migration is the process of transferring data from one system to another while changing the storage, database or                   
application. Alchemize is a very robust and vigorous platform that supports data migration. It supports all major                 
platforms in the industry today from which data can be migrated. It not only supports a variety of databases, but also                     
supports Web services, File systems, Excel spreadsheets etc. The Alchemize platform is dynamic enough to support                
eight types of platforms currently, and is scalable to accommodate all emerging platforms in the industry. 

2.2. Data Transformation 
Data transformation is the process of converting data or information from one format to another. Alchemize provides                 
functionality which can convert data from the format of a source system into the required format of a new destination                    
system. It supports a wide range of platforms to be selected as source and destination. Data can be transformed                   
through direct one-to-one mapping from source to destination, or it can support customized scripts or code for                 
complex logic during transformation. 

2.3. Data Archive 
Data archival is the process of identifying and moving inactive data out of current production systems and into                  
archival storage systems. One of the major features of Alchemize is archiving data. A range of systems or application                   
can be selected for data archival and Alchemize will do the job in a fraction of seconds, depending upon the volume of                      
data. Data archival is an important process required in every system due to the exponential increase in data in an active                     
system. The automated scheduling of the data archival job permits scheduling during non-peak hours resulting in low                 
impact on production. 

2.4. Scheduling 
Automated scheduling is an important feature of Alchemize, allowing the activity to be performed on a specific date                  
and time.  Jobs can be configured to automatically run at a particular time and can be monitored and tracked. 
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2.5. Reporting 
Alchemize provides an extensive reporting framework. Customized reports can be configured and uploaded into the               
system based on the customer requirements and can be scheduled to run on a specific time. This functionality is based                    
on BIRT Reporting, which supports data visualizations and reports that can be embedded into rich client and web                  
applications, especially those based on Java and Java EE. Alchemize can utilize this platform to support custom                 
reports that are configured just once and executed when required. 

2.6. Dynamic Dashboard 
Alchemize presents a very dynamic dashboard on its home page. The dashboard shows a variety of important                 
information which is essential to monitor the entire application. A configured dashboard shows System Status,               
Schedule and Planned Outage. It can be customized to view the details from the last 7 days, 15 days, 30 days or 45                       
days. 

2.7. Rules Management 

Operations that can be performed on a set of repositories are called as Rules. Alchemize’s rule management system                  
allows creating a single rule set or multiple rule sets chained together to be applied to a repository or multiple external                     
systems or applications. There is a rich set of capabilities for configuring a rule and Alchemize includes operations                  
ranging from select to select and copy, archive, delete and transform. 

2.8. Multiple Source and destination 
One of the core strengths of Alchemize is its’ capability to support all major platforms used in the industry today. It                     
not only supports relational databases, but also supports Web services, File systems and Excel spreadsheets. Some of                 
the major types of systems supported include DB2, ORACLE, SQL, POSTGRESQL Server, ELASTIC, WEB              
SERVICE, FILE SYSTEM and EXCEL. 

2.9. Application Adapter 
Alchemize supports application adapters, which contain intelligence about the interrelationships of objects in a system               
that permits Alchemize to quickly and efficiently retrieve data from complex stores of information.. This enables a                 
user to configure repositories and rules quickly and painlessly. The Maximo adapter allows one-click configuration of                
common rules for working in Maximo systems. The ‘Setup’ wizard will configure the setup for any selected object,                  
including object definitions, rules, and jobs. 

 
Archive: If an application is set for a repository, the Application Adapter will be invoked while registering objects and                   
creating rules. 
- WORKORDER 

- PO 

- PR 
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3. CORE COMPONENTS 
Following is a description of the core components of Alchemize. 

3.1. External Systems 
External Systems are anything that Alchemize connects to and operates upon, that is not a part of the Alchemize                   
installation itself. Registering a new external system with Alchemize is relatively simple, via intelligent configuration               
screens. 
 
Everything about the external system, from the most abstract to the finest detail, is defined in a few simple screens. 
 The concepts required for onboarding an external system are: 
- Applications 

- Adapter 

- Repositories 

3.2. Applications: 
Defining an Application allows Alchemize to intelligently group elements and assist in creating rules, repositories, and                
jobs. When an application is defined to an element, the optionally associated application adapter will automatically                
apply its intelligence to save the operator hours of tedious work. From the application screen, the operator can quickly                   
see only the elements that are related to that application. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Image: 3.2.1 Add Application
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Image: 3.2.2 Edit Application 

3.3. Adapter 
Adapter will adopts any application like Maximo, Openmaint, etc, this means that adapter will identify this application                 
and its object relation structure. In Adapter, with help of type of adapter we can specify for which application we have                     
created this adapter for if it maximo or other like Openmaint, Peoplesoft, etc. With the help of adapter alchemize can                    
identify the relationship between the different objects and the keys related to these objects. Alchemize stores this                 
meta-data which is generated using application adapter which will be used for different purposes like creating the                 
hierarchical rule sets. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Image:3.3.1 Adapter Add 
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Image:3.3.2 Adapter Type 
 
Different SQL queries required to find the objects and the relationship between these objects. Using 'Object                

Relations SQL' adapter can easily find parent child relationships in the objects. Using 'Root Object SQL' adapter will                  
get all the root objects in the relationships. Using 'Surrogate Key SQL' and 'Natural Key SQL' adapter can get all                    
primary keys from these objects. Using 'Same as attribute SQL' adapter can find out the equality in the attributes from                    
the different objects or even from different repositories. Most of the times the same as sets are used in context of a                      
project as we will be applying some business transformations. So we create and store the same as sets at a project                     
level. 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Image:3.3.3 Adapter SQL 

 
Currently alchemize supports the adapters only for the relational databases. The only application adapter that               

is published to date is the Maximo adapter, but we can configure the adapter for other type of application by updating                     
required adapter SQL queries accordingly. 
 

In alchemize there is a powerful wizard supported by the adapter that is Learning Workbench. Using this                 
powerful wizard that is Learning Workbench we can create all the rule sets and rules at once. In Learning Workbench,                    
we can sync the adapter. Once the adapter is sync it will identify the relationship between root object, parent object                    
and child object and save it in internal database of alchemize. This gives the adapter a power to create all the                     
hierarchical rule set at the same time in just few clicks. While creating this rule set, if we want to do any changes in                        
where clause or any rule text we can easily configure it using the relation tab in learning workbench. Also we can                     
manage the rule action which going to be created for the selected object using relation tab in learning workbench. 
 

In Alchemize learning workbench,we need to select two repository for source repository and target repository,               
these will be used while creating the rule set. we can create the new repository or we can use the existing repository                      
while adapter sync up in learning workbench. If we are having the maximo configuration file we can also use that to                     
create the repository in learning workbench. Once the repositories are configured, on ‘Learn Application’ tab adapter                
can be sync, after sync we can move to the ‘Relationship’ tab by clicking on to the ‘Next’ button. If adapter is already                       
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sync we can direct shift to the ‘Relationship’ tab by clicking on to the ‘Next’ button. To see the object relationships in                      
relationship tab it is mandatory to click on Next button on the learn application tab of Learning Workbench. On                   
Relationship tab using ‘Create Rule Set’ button we can create all the hierarchical rule set on single click. 
 
 

Image: 3.3.4 Learning Workbench 
 

Alchemize also support overrides relation in the adapter. To avoid the recursive relationship in the tree                
structure of the hierarchical rules using override action. In Overrides relation, we can manage the override action from                  
UI easily for any child object. Also we can manage the  where clause or any rule text for the overrides relation.  
 
 

Image:3.3.5 Override Relations 

3.4. Repositories 
Repositories are the core concept of Alchemize. A repository is simply a place to retrieve data from and store data                    
into. It can be a database, a file system, or an application behind a web service. Alchemize contains information about                    
the repositories that it is connected to. This information allows the Alchemize engine to make intelligent decisions                 
about managing the data operations, which minimizes the effort the user has to put into the project. 
Before it can perform any operations on data, Alchemize needs to have the repository information. 
 
Supported Repositories  
Alchemize currently supports these types of repositories: 
1. DB2 
2. Oracle 
3. SQL Server 
4. Web services 
5. File systems 
6. Microsoft Excel 
7. PostgreSQL 
8. Elastic search 
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4. REPOSITORY CONFIGURATION 
4.1. RDBMS Repository Configuration 
Repositories are the main component of Alchemize. A RDBMS repository is simply a place from where data is                  
retrieved and stored into. Alchemize needs to have the repository configured, before it can perform any operations on                  
data. Alchemize contains information about the RDBMS database using repositories that it is connected to. Alchemize                
currently supports 4 types of RDBMS repositories DB2, Oracle, SQL Server and Postgres. 

 
Below are the fields which are required for creating a new RDBMS repository, below is the example for Oracle                   
dialect: 

 
Image: 4.1.1  Repository Details (Oracle) 

 
 
Repository Details: 
Repository Name - A Unique identifier for the repository to be created. 
Repository Description - Simple definition to describe the repository. 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Image: 4.1.2  Repository Naming 
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Database Details: 
Repository Dialect - This is a drop down which contains all supported database types in Alchemize. This is a 
mandatory field that contains value for selecting 4 RDBMS values i.e. DB2, SQL Server, Oracle and PostgresSQL 
for selection.  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Image: 4.1.3 Repository Dialect 

 
 
Read Only – Selection of this check box explains that this is a read only repository i.e. we can fetch or copy data 
from this repository however we cannot write or save data to this repository. 
Database Name – As the name suggests, this field contains the name of the database. 
Driver – Type of the driver which supports the database. Drives will get selected automatically according to the 
dialect type. 
JDBC Driver Type – Depending on the repository dialect, a proper JDBC driver will get selected automatically 
according to the dialect type. Whether it is type 1, type 2, type 3, type 4 or thin driver.  

 
 
 
 
 

Image: 4.1.4 Repository Database  
 
Server Details: 
Server – Name of the server. 
Port Number – Port where server is configured. 
User Name – Username to access the server. 
Password - Password to connect to the server for successful authentication. 
 
 
 
  
 

 
 

Image: 4.1.5 Repository Server Details  
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After completion of the creation of repository, there are additional configurations that can be made. For instance – you 
can define all applications this repository will be applicable to OR objects from where data can be copied etc. There 
are two tabs which are defined after a repository is created. 
There are two features which are defined after a repository is created. 

Application 
Objects  

Application tab contains the list of all existing applications with checkboxes before their names. All the applicable 
applications are selected for this particular repository and save. This will enable all selected applications to use this 
repository for copying or migrating data from. 

 

Image: 4.1.6 Repository - Assign Application 

Objects contain the list of objects from where data can be imported. There is an option to create new objects as well.                      
These objects could be the tables from RDBMS databases. New objects can be added or existing objects can be                   
selected which this newly created repository will use. The type of objects to be created or imported will be different                    
depending on the type of repository selected. Below are the fields which are required for specific RDBMS repository. 

 

Image: 4.1.7 Object List 

Click on the add button from the top right corner of the objects screen and it will allow you to add below fields for 
RDBMS repository: 

Schema: Name of the database schema from where data needs to be imported. 
Object Name: Table name from the schema. 
Read Only: Read only object 
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External System: Application or system for which these objects will be configured. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image: 4.1.8 Add Object  

Once the objects are created and saved properly. There is a facility to configure the Attribute Metadata for each of the 
object. It allows us to define the Metadata fields for the schema/table selected during the object creation.  

Attribute Metadata will have all necessary information which is required for each of the Metadata for an object. In 
simpler words: objects signifies the table of a particular schema and the Metadata defines the columns of the table. An 
attribute can be imported or a DDL can be submitted which will retrieve the data from particular database and schema. 
Few attributes of a column is defined as: 

Name: Name of the attribute 
Type: Data type of the attribute 
Index Type: Type of index applicable on that attribute 
Direction - User can set the data direction as 'IN'/'OUT'/"IN-OUT" 
Natural Identity: Machine generated unique key or composite key 
Surrogate Identity: If this is a primary key or not 
Null: If this field can be null or not null 
Default: Default value of this field. 

 

Image: 4.1.9 Attribute List 
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In addition to attribute Metadata which provides a list view, a new tab for scripted view is also available at the ease of 
a click on UI. Script can be saved or tested for the objects. This feature comes in very handy in terms of creating 
dynamic objects with readily available scripts. 

Scripted view of objects:  

 

Image: 4.1.10 Scripted view 

4.2. Elasticsearch Repository Configuration 
Elasticsearch is a search engine based on LUCENE. It is a popular enterprise search engine. An Elasticsearch can also 
be configured as a repository. In addition to the basic details required for repository like name, description, dialect and 
read only, it requires few server Details as explained below. 
 
Repository Details: 

- Repository Name - A Unique identifier for the repository to be created. 
- Repository Description - Simple definition to describe the repository. 
- Repository Dialect - This is a dropdown which contains all supported database types in Alchemize. This is a 

mandatory field and it contains below values for selection. Here in this case Elastic will be selected. 
- Read Only – Selection of this check box explains that this is a read only repository i.e. we can fetch or copy data 

from this repository however we cannot write or save data to this repository. 

 

Image: 4.2.1 Repository Details (Elasticsearch) 
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Server Details 
 

- Server – Name of the server. 
- Port Number – Port where server is configured. 
- Cluster Name – Name of the cluster to be set. 

 

 

Image: 4.2.2 Server Details 

After completion of creating a repository , there are additional configurations which can still be made.  For instance 
–all applications this repository will be applicable to and all objects from where data can be copied etc. There are two 
tabs which are defined after a repository is created. 

− Application 
− Global Index Expression 
− Objects 
  
Application contains the list of all existing applications with check boxes before their names. All the applicable 
applications are selected for this particular repository and saved. This will enable all selected applications to use this 
repository for copying or migrating data from. 

 

Image: 4.2.3  Repository - Assign Application 

Global Index Expression: 

 

Image: 4.2.4  Global Index Expression 
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This is the way to specify Global Index pattern for elasticsearch. All matched attribute are going to be analyses or not 
analyses. This is going to match with datatype of column. 

 A new expression can be added as a Global Index Expression by clicking on Add button on top right corner of above 
screen. It will ask for below details when adding a new expression: 

- Id: A Unique identifier for this expression 
- Expression: Expression details 
- Type: Type is applied to match global index pattern. 

 

 

Image: 4.2.5  Add Global Index Expression 

Objects contain the list of objects from where data can be imported. There is an option to create new objects as well. 
These objects could be the tables from RDBMS or Elasticsearch or could be the web service objects. New objects can 
be added here or existing objects can be selected which this newly created repository will use. The type of objects to 
be created or imported will be different depending on the type of repository selected.  Below are the fields which are 
required for specific Elasticsearch repository. 

 

Image: 4.2.6  Object List 

 Click on the add  button from the top right corner of the objects screen and it will allow you to add below fields 
for Elasticsearch: 

 
- Index:  An index is a data structure to store mapping of fields to the matching document 
- Type: Type is a useful way to store number of types of data in the same index 
- Read Only:  Read only object 
- External System: Application or system for which these objects will be configured. 
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Image: 4.2.7 Add Object 

 

Attribute Metadata will have all necessary information which is required for each of the Metadata for an object. In 
simpler words: “objects signifies the table of a particular schema and the Metadata defines the columns of the table”. 
An attribute can be imported or a DDL can be submitted which will retrieve the data from particular database and 
schema. Few attributes of a column are defined as: 

 

Image: 4.2.8 Attributes list 
 

- Name: Name of the attribute 
- Type: Datatype of the attribute 
- Index Type: Type of index applicable on that attribute 
- Direction - User can set the data direction as 'IN'/'OUT'/"IN-OUT" 
- Natural Identity: Machine generated unique key or composite key 
- Surrogate Identity: If this is a primary key or not 
- Null: If this field can be null or not null 
- Default: Default value of this field. 

In addition to attribute Metadata which provides a list view, a new tab for scripted view is also available at the ease of 
a click on UI. Script can be saved or tested before applying to objects. This feature comes in very handy in terms of 
creating dynamic objects with readily available scripts. 

Scripted view of objects:  
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Image: 4.2.9 Scripted view 

4.3. Web Service Repository Configuration: 
A web service can also be configured as a repository and data can be read from service and migrated to other systems. 
In addition to the basic details required for repository like name, description, dialect and read only, it requires few 
details to connect to the Web service.  
 

 
Image: 4.3.1 Repository Details (Web service) 

 
Repository Details: 

- Repository Name - A Unique identifier for the repository to be created. 
- Repository Description - Simple definition to describe the repository. 
- Repository Dialect - This is a drop down which contains all supported database types in Alchemize. This is a 

mandatory field and it contains below values for selection. Here in this case Web Service will be selected. 
- Read Only – Selection of this check box explains that this is a read only repository i.e. we can fetch or copy data 

from this repository however we cannot write or save data to this repository. 
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Image: 4.3.2  Repository Naming 
 

Web service details: 
 

- Content Type – The type of content this web service supports. It could be JSON, XML or SOAP. 
- Base URL* – URL of the endpoints where web service is configured. 
- Authentication Type – Type of authentication which is expected by the web service. This needs to set and below 

are the options: 
- No Auth – If no authentication is required then this option is suitable. Selecting this option will not ask for 

any more details. 
 

 

Image: 4.3.3  Repository Web service details 
 

- Basic or URL Auth – If basic or URL authentication mechanism is required for this repository then any one 
of these options would be selected. If selected, it will require setting mandatory fields like: 

 
After completion of the creation of repository, there are additional configurations that can be made. For instance – 
what all applications this repository will be applicable to OR what all objects from where data can be copied etc. There 
are two tabs which are defined after a repository is created. 

- Global Parameters 
- Application 
- Objects 

  
Global Parameters consist a list of parameters like Id, Name and their corresponding values which are required to use 
globally. 
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Image: 4.3.4  Global Parameters 

 
To create a new global parameter an add button is provided on the left bottom of the screen, if clicked on it 

, it will ask for below details: 
 
- Name: Name of the parameter, a unique identifier 
- Type: Type of the parameter, if it is a Header or a Query String 
- Value: Value as applicable needs to enter. 
 
Application contains the list of all existing applications with checkboxes before their names. All the applicable 
applications are selected for this particular repository and save. This will enable all selected applications to use this 
repository for copying or migrating data from. 

 

Image: 4.3.5  Repository - Assign Application 

Objects contain the list of objects from where data can be imported. There is an option to create new objects as well.                      
These objects could be the tables from RDBMS or ElasticSearch or could be the web service objects. New objects can                    
be added here or existing objects can be selected which this newly created repository will use. The type of objects to                     
be created or imported will be different depending on the type of repository selected. Below are the fields which are                    
required for specific Web Service repository. 
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Image: 4.3.6 Add Object  

Objects are actually the APIs for the web service. A new API can be added by clicking on the  button 
from the top right corner. Once clicked, below screen will appear which will allow us to enter the details pertaining to 
the addition of new API for a web service. 
- Type: Type of the API, if it is a GET OBJECT, CREATE OBJECT, UPDATE OBJECT or DELETE OBJECT 
- URL: Specify URL for the API 
- Method: Select any one from GET or POST or PUT based on the type supported by API. 
- Query String: Query string which will be passed along with the URL 
- Object Xpath: It is used to identify Xpath for object in xml response.  
- Recursive Query String: It is used to call recursive API with different pattern 
- Post Data: It contains xml data 
- Response Code: Response code to specify success. For example, 200 for success response 
- Response Success Pattern: Response code pattern for successful response. 
 

 

Image: 4.3.7 Add API  
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Additionally, there is a facility to configure the Attribute Metadata for each of the object. It allows us to define the 
Metadata fields for the schema/table selected during the object creation.  

Attribute Metadata will have all necessary information which is required for each of the Metadata for an object. In 
simpler words: “objects signify the table of a particular schema and the Metadata defines the columns of the table”. 
An attribute can be imported or a DDL can be submitted which will retrieve the data from particular database and 
schema. Few attributes of a column are defined as: 

- Name: Name of the attribute 
- Type: Datatype of the attribute 
- Index Type: Type of index applicable on that attribute 
- Direction - User can set the data direction as 'IN'/'OUT'/"IN-OUT" 
- Natural Identity: Machine generated unique key or composite key 
- Surrogate Identity: If this is a primary key or not 
- Null: If this field can be null or not null 
- Default: Default value of this field. 

In addition to attribute Metadata which provides a list view, a new tab for scripted view is also available at the ease of 
a click on UI. Script can be saved or tested before applying to objects. This feature comes in very handy in terms of 
creating dynamic objects with readily available scripts. 

 

 

Image: 4.3.8 Attribute Metadata 

Scripted view of objects:  

 

Image: 4.3.9 Scripted view 
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4.4. FILE SYSTEM Repository Configuration 
A file system repository is a type of repository where data can be imported from file on the hard drive and will be 
migrated to any other type of repository. In addition to the basic details required for repository like name, description, 
dialect and read only, it requires file system details as explained below. 

 
Image: 4.4.1 Repository Details (FILE SYSTEM) 

 
 
 

Repository Details: 

- Repository Name - A Unique identifier for the repository to be created. 
- Repository Description - Simple definition to describe the repository. 
- Repository Dialect - This is a dropdown which contains all supported database types in Alchemize. This is a 

mandatory field and contains values below for selection. In this case File System will be selected. 
- Read Only – Selection of this check box indicates this is a read only repository i.e. we can fetch or copy data from 

this repository however we cannot write or save data to this repository. 

 

Image: 4.4.2 Repository Naming 

 

File System Details: 
 

- Create Zip File: Selection of this check box enables creating the zip files from file browsed. 
- UNC Path: folder location on hard drive to read the files from. 
- Path Conversion Regex:  Regex Pattern path. A file will be searched based on this pattern match. 

After completion of the creation of repository, there are additional configurations that can be made.  For instance – 
what all applications this repository will be applicable to OR what all objects from where data can be copied etc. There 
are two tabs which are defined after a repository is created. 
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Application contains the list of all existing applications with checkboxes before their names. All the applicable 
applications are selected for this particular repository and saved. This will enable all selected applications to use this 
repository for copying or migrating data from. 

 

Image: 4.4.3 Repository - Assign Application 

 

File System Repository does not support Objects. 

4.5. EXCEL Repository Configuration 
Type EXCEL– Similar to the file system, An Excel repository is a type of repository where data can be imported from 
excel file on the hard drive and will be migrated to any other type of repository. In addition to the basic details 
required for repository like name, description, dialect and read only, excel repository just requires the file to be 
selected from hard drive and uploaded. 
 
Repository Details: 

- Repository Name - A Unique identifier for the repository to be created. 
- Repository Description - Simple definition to describe the repository. 
- Repository Dialect - This is a drop down which contains all supported database types in Alchemize. This is a 

mandatory field and contains values below for selection. Here in this case EXCEL will be selected. 
- Read Only – Selection of this check box explains that this is a read only repository i.e. we can fetch or copy data 

from this repository however we cannot write or save data to this repository. 
- File- file to be uploaded. 
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Image: 4.4.1 Repository Details (EXCEL) 

Once all the mandatory and optional fields are entered, a repository can be saved using A connection to the 

newly configured repository can be tested by clicking on  button present at the bottom of the page. 

Application contains the list of all existing applications with checkboxes before their names. All the applicable 
applications are selected for this particular repository and save. This will enable all selected applications to use this 
repository for copying or migrating data from. 

 

Image: 4.4.2 Repository - Assign Application 

Objects contain the list of objects from where data can be imported. There is an option to create new objects as well. 
These objects could be the tables from RDBMS or Elasticsearch or could be the web service objects. New objects can 
be added here or existing objects can be selected which this newly created repository will use. 

The type of objects to be created or imported will be different depending on the type of repository selected.  Below are 
the fields which are required for specific Web Service repository. 
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5. RULE SETS 
Rule sets are containers which have collections of Rules that are executed as part of an indivisible operation. 

The Rules govern the relationships between objects and the types of operations that are permitted in and across                  
repositories 

Rules in a rule set may all address a single repository, or span multiple repositories of the same or different types. For                      
example, a rule set governing Maximo work orders contained in a relational or web service repository will likely                  
contain references to the DOCLINKS file share repository. 

The type of operation which can be performed on repositories are called as Rules. Alchemize supports multiple                 
operations as below: 

- Select 
- Select and Copy 
- Select, Copy and Delete 
- Delete 
- Revert delete 
- Archive 

 
There could be number of Rules which can be applied on a repository. Rule sets are the collection of all those Rules.                      
Below are the basic details which are required to create a rule set which will act as an identifier for the particular rule                       
set. All the underlying operations and actual details would be configured when a rule is created. 
 
- Name: Unique name of the rule set as an identifier. 
- Description: A meaningful description of the rule set which explains the purpose. 
- Source Repository: Select the repository from where data needs to be migrated and transformed. This will act as 

a source system. 
- Destination Repository: Select the repository where data needs to be copied and saved. This will act as a 

destination system. 
- External System: Application or system for which these Rule sets will be configured. 
- IsActive: A flag to specify if this rule set is active or inactive. A rule set can be marked as in active if it is not in 

use. 
- Locked: Admin user can lock Rule set by selecting ‘Locked ‘. 
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Image: 5.1 Add Rule Set 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Image: 5.2 Edit Rule Set 

 
Once a rule set is validated and saved, then a set of underlying rules can be created which are shown below on the 
bottom of the screen as a rule list. 

Let us understand the details which are required to create an underlying rule. 

- Parent Rule: select from the drop down if this rule belongs to any other existing rule. If –no parent- is selected 
that means it is a new rule. This facility provides flexibility to attach rules to existing rules as child. This helps in 
maintain chain relationship between the rules. 

- Name: Name of the rule, a unique identifier 
- External System: Application or system for which these Rulesets will be configured. 
- Source Repository: Select the repository from where data needs to be migrated and transformed. This will act as 

a source system. 
- Source Object: This is to define source table from selected repository. 
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- Destination Repository: Select the repository where data needs to be copied and saved. This will act as a 
destination system. 

- Destination Object: This is to define destination table from selected repository. 
- Action: As mentioned, below are the actions supported by Alchemize, out of which one would be selected 

specific for this rule: 
- Select – It is used to simply select  
- Select and Copy - Select from source and copy to destination 
- Select, Copy and Delete:  Select from source and copy to destination and delete from source 
- Delete: Delete from source 
- Revert delete: Rollback the delete which is performed on source 
- Archive: Archive the data from source 

 
- Selection Root Rule Text: It is used to create a selection criterion to fetch the data. User can use this to define 

where clause for relational databases. 
- Selection Recursive Root Text: It is used to define where clause to get the self-recursive object from same table. 
- Purge Rule Text: This is used to define the where clause or selection criteria to delete the object. 
- Archive Rule Text: This is used to define the where clause or selection criteria to update the object. 
-  

 
Image: 5.3 Rules Page 

 

  
Image: 5.4 Edit Rule  
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When a rule is defined and saved. It allows additional configuration facility as well like Transformations, Modifiers, 
and Advance settings. 

Transformation is actually transforming the data from one format to another. It is not directly copying of data from 
source to destination, it is actually the converting the data from one to another. What exactly needs to be altered or 
converted can be configured and below is the screen to perform that job. User can check actual column matched and 
unmatched and for unmatched column we can add transformations. 

Click on the  button on top right corner of transformation tab for any existing rule and it will open below screen 
which will allow us to enter the details of converting data. 

- Source Column:  Column selection from existing schema as a source, from where data needs to be copied to. 
- Transformation Script: Fully configurable script to specify what exactly needs to be performed on source data 

before saving to target data. 
- Target Column: Column selection from existing schema as a destination, where data needs to be saved. 

 

Image: 5.5 Transformation 

Application also provide facility to edit transformation and we can test it by click on Edit Transformation button. Now 

transformation get saved and will applied on targeted Column after job execution 

 

Image: 5.6 Script in Transformation 
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Modifiers: 

Modifiers are actually to modify the selected data while running the job. There 2 types of modifiers supported by the 
Alchemize application: 

− LIMIT 
− ORDER BY 

 
1) LIMIT modifier will control the number of records we want to Archive or Migrate. If the LIMIT modifier is 
applied exactly that number of record will get selected and the further operations will be performed on these number 
of records only. User can use both the modifiers together if user want at once. If user save more than one modifiers 
having same key LIMIT and different values, application will execute the most recently saved modifier for the LIMIT 
key value. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Image: 5.7  LIMIT modifier 

2) ORDER BY modifier will control the records Order according to column metadata which we want to Archive or 
Migrate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image: 5.8  ORDER BY modifier 

 
Advance Settings are the optional settings which allow entering the selection class and ruling executor class and are 
applicable for this rule. 
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Image: 5.9  Advance Setting 
 

Each rule can be validated using validate button before saving it. A rule can be reverted as well if not suitable. 
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6. JOBS 
Jobs are responsible for executing the specified rule set. 
Jobs can be run manually or they can be configured to run at a particular time using the built in scheduler.  
Alchemize supports the following job operations: 

- Archive (Always Consistent)– moves data without the overhead of redo log 
- Migration (Eventually Consistent) – maintains redo logs for audit and safety 

 
Alchemize supports the following job modifiers: 

- Simulate – perform all job functions but commits no changes 
- Select and Copy – Migrate data from the source to the destination 
- Delete – remove targeted records from the source 
- Analytics – populate an Elasticsearch cluster as data is processed 

 
How to configure a job for a new set of repository? It is explained in detail below: 

Click on the  button on top right corner of Jobs list page and it will open below screen which will allow us to 
enter the details for a new job: 
- Name: Unique identifier for this job. Name of the job to be created. 
- Job Type: This will specify what type of job is required. Below are the check boxes which can be selected as a 

type of this job. Any one or all can be selected from below. Please make sure that this selection is in sync with the 
type of rule which is created in the earlier step. 

- Simulate: It will not perform any operation in database however it will simulate the whole process. The data will 
be migrated or transformed from source to destination but it will not be saved. This provides simulation of the job 
to verify its accuracy. 

- Select and Copy: Select the data from source and copies to destination. This is similar to what we have 
configured in rule set. 

- Delete: Job to delete data from configured repository. 
- Analytics: Job will perform Analytics on the data migrated or transformed.  A report can be configured to be 

produced as output. 
- Application: Application or system for which these Jobs will be configured. 
- Rule Set: Select the rule set specifying the applicable operation to be executed. 
- Enabled:  To specify if this job is enabled or disabled. A job which is not in use can be disabled by Unchecking 

this check box. 
- Locked Down: Admin user can lock job by selecting ‘Locked ‘. 

 
Image: 6.1 Edit Job 
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A job once created can be executed immediately by clicking on   button, or it can be scheduled for 

later execution by clicking on   button. If clicked on ‘Launch Now’ button, on dashboard screen 
selected job will appear which will display the details of how the job is progressing, how many rows are copied etc. A 
sample is shared below: It shows all relevant details of the job running like start date, selected count, Archived Count, 
etc. Depending upon the type of job is running. The most important field is status which is the last column here, this 
indicates that the job is completed or in progress. 

 

Image: 6.2 Launched Job details 
 
All useful information regarding the job execution is represented in great detail in below screen. It has 3 main tabs for 
Job Details, Execution Parameter details and Statistics tab for report details. 

Job Details: 

 

Image: 6.3 Job Details 
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Execution Parameter details: 

 

Image: 6.4 Execution Parameter details 

Statistics tab: 

 

Image: 6.5 Statistics tab 
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If clicked on ‘Schedule’ button, a popup will appear with a calendar and a date and time can be selected for this job. 
Once saved, this job will execute on that particular time. Quartz job is used here to achieve this functionality. 

 

Schedule job calendar screen 

 

Image: 6.6 Calendar 

Email notification can also be configured for a job which enables the configured user id to get email once job is 
completed successfully. Only field required to set is email address as below. 

 

Image: 6.7 Configure Email 

Outage Handling is also an important feature provided for a job to specify what action needs to be performed when a 
job is already running at the time of outage. A setting can be defined which will say what needs to be done when a job 
is scheduled at the time of outage. Below entries can be configured to handle this situation: 

- Stop Before Outage: Configurable mins which will indicate that how much time before the job needs to be 
stopped when there is an outage. 

- Resume After Outage: Configurable mins which will indicate that after how much time a job needs to be 
resumed after outage. 

- If the job is scheduled to start during an outage – Run or Do not Run: To decide whether a job can be 
executed during outage, a radio button is provided with above options. 
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Image: 6.8 Outage Handling 

Custom Scripts are the scripts which can set up for the job and will perform the tasks in addition to the rules which 
have been set.  This will allow selecting the type of script and repository order. 

- Order: Order to run script 
- Repository: Repo to run script 
- Script  Type : SETUP, TEARDOWN or STANDALONE 
- Script: Actual script to be provided in the text box 
- Comment: Additional remarks if any. 

 

Image: 6.9 Custom Scripts 
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7.PROJECT MANAGEMENT: 
Alchemize supports the very important functionality to manage the different projects and different clients at               

same time that is Project Management. In Project Management functionality, as the name suggests different projects                
and client can be handled at the same time. Client information can be stored in the project. Reference number of the                     
customer can also be maintained using this functionality. 

Project management functionality is used to manage jobs, rule set and repositories of particular client in                
structured manner. Repositories, Rule sets and Jobs related to the particular project can be grouped and assigned to                  
that project. Time tracking url can be stored to easily navigate to the time tracking application. Required BIRT                  
Reports can be manage for the project. Alchemize support very powerful feature which expands the adapter capability                 
and assemble a set of attribute level metadata to determine the s of attributes in different objects (objects could be of                     
same or different repository) 
 

 
Image: 7.1 Add Project 
 

Project Details: 
Project Name – Unique name of the a project. 
Customer – Customer name related to this project. 
Reference Number – Reference number of a customer or project. 
Description – Description  related to the project. 
Time Tracking Url – Time Tracking Url assigned to this project. 
 

Alchemize supports the right click context menu. In Project management most of the functionalities are 
provided on the context menu. The functionalities on the context menu are divide in the different parts: 

 
Image: 7.2 Operations in Project 

 
Above image shows the Add, Edit and Delete functionality for the projects. Using these options in the context                  

menu we can easily manage the projects. Add New Project will add a new entry in the existing project list. Edit                     
project will be used to update the existing project. Delete project will delete the project permanently, a                 
confirmation message will be displayed before deleting the project. 
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Image: 7.3 Assignment in Project 

 
Above image shows the assignment functionality for the projects. Using these options in the context menu                

Jobs, Rule Set and Rule can be assign to the Project easily. Also after assigning these to the project, we can see the                       
assigned jobs, rule set and rule using these functionality. 

 
Image: 7.4 Same as Attribute 

Same as Attributes 
 

It's a feature that expands the adapter capability and gathers a set of attribute level metadata in order to                   
determine the equality of attributes across different objects (objects could be of same or different repository). A group                  
of attributes labeled as a set and given a human readable name and known as 'SameAsSet'. This metadata information                   
then will be used to apply common transformation to a set of attributes or to automatically map attributes from two                    
different system.  
 

Two or more same AsSets can be grouped together and can create a superSet. A superSet can act as a single                     
same AsSet. Typically two or more heterogeneous system will have their same AsSets and those sets can be linked by                    
using superSet concept and that's how we can map attributes across different systems. 
 
How to create Same AsSets? 
 
Through the Adapter interface we have a way to derive sets for a system. We can configure a sql (for RDBMS system)                      
which returns us the same AsSets. And while learning process of the application if the same Attributes SQL is                   
supplied in the Adapter then the adapter will have way to determine the same as attributes sets. 
 
There are 2 parts to the it. 
 
Template data (Master data): 
- It is a template of the same as attributes which has knowledge that which attributes are the same attributes. 
- The adapter will create this template data during the process of adapter sync up. 
- This template data then will be used to initialise same as sets for the repositories' attributes. 
 
Create Same As Set: 
◦ Typically any migration or data merging or any kind of data manipulation would be part of a project (check                   
project section for details). Below is a summary which is useful for the same as attributes concept. 
- One project will have one or more repositories. 
- One project will have Jobs and RuleSets linked to it. 
- And there are some business functions happening through a project. 
◦ Most of the times the same as sets will make sense in context of a project as we will be applying some                      
business transformations or mapping 2 systems. So we create the same as sets for a project. 
◦ The process is known as 'Initialise Same as Attributes'. Screenshot below. 
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Image: 7.5 Initialise Same as Attributes 

 
◦ It will use the same as attribute templates (above point Template data) and create the same as attributes for the                    
object columns for the repositories that are linked with the projects.  
◦ Any repository that has a valid adapter linked not get same as attributes initialised. 
◦ The initialisation process will create an internal job which can be tracked through the dashboard page.                
Screenshot below. 

 

 
Image: 7.6 Initialise Same as Attributes Job Launch 

 
◦ It will create the objects for the repositories and will link the columns from the objects to same as sets. 
 
Manage Same As sets: 
◦ Once the job is complete user can see the sameAsSets created and modify /delete. User can link a common                   
script also. Screenshot below. 
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Image: 7.7  Manage Same as Attributes 

 

 
Image: 7.8  Same as Attributes Set 

 
◦ User can link the functional script at set level and that transformation script will be applied to all the attributes                    
that belongs to the set. 
◦ The above Image shows, 
- Two sets '7_ORGID_V-Oracle repository' and '7_ORGID_V-DB2 Repository'  
- Both are part of a superset, as they are shown side by side. 
- So the script will be applicable to all the attributes under the superset. 

 
◦ Create superset. 
- Select set 1 then right click on the set 2. 
- select option 'Add to same as set 1' from the context dropdown. 
- Link the functional script and hit save. 

 
Image: 7.9  Reports and Time Tracking 
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8. SCHEDULING 
Alchemize provides functionality to schedule report execution. A calendar is provided which can be configured for 
scheduling the job. Explained as below: 

 

Image: 8.1 Calendar 

When clicked on any day, a pop-up window will appear as below and it all the details regarding the scheduled job can 
be filled here. 

- Schedule Type- A valid type needs to be selected here. Whether this scheduling is for a Job, a Report or a 
Planned Outage. 

- Select Job- Depending upon the type selection above, this drop down will dynamically get updated with all 
existing jobs or reports. A valid value will be selected in this drop down. 

- Color Code-Defined color code will automatically appear here. 
- Parameter- Parameter section will get updated dynamically depending upon the selection of Job. Different 

parameters are required for different jobs and reports and their values can be provided against the textbox for each 
parameter. 

- Schedule Time Range- It defines the timeline from when to when this task needs to be scheduled to run. 
Value for starts and ends can be selected from a pop-up calendar to specify date range and time range as well. 

- Run to completion- To enable or disable this run to completion functionality a checkbox will be checked or 
unchecked. 

- Select Frequency- Frequency is the number occurrence of this task. It can range from Once, Daily, Weekly, 
Monthly, Quarterly, Half yearly or annually. 

- Frequency Date Range- It defines the timeline from when to when this task needs to be scheduled to run. 
Value for starts and ends can be selected from a pop-up calendar to specify date range and time range as well. 
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Image: 8.2 Schedule Job 
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9. SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS 
System configuration provides facility to configure user entitlements, manage groups and licensing information. It also 
provides details about database configurations or repositories used internally by Alchemize system. 

- Users 
- Groups 
- Private Repository 
- Licenses 
- Dialects 
- About 

 
9.1 Users: 
A user is the entity which can perform operations in Alchemize. Whenever a new request comes to Alchemize for 
access, a user will be created and configured. Each of the configured user will have a set of entitlements which will 
define the rights of the user to perform action.  When an admin user login to the system, he will be able to see the list 
of all users which are configured and he will have rights to edit/update existing users or create a new user. Below is 
the screen which contains the list of all existing users in the system 

 

Image: 9.1.1 Users Page 

To create a new user, a button on the top right corner is provided  . When clicked on this button, below 
screen will appear which will allow us to enter these details: 

- Username:  Name of the user to be created. A unique identifier. 
- Password:  Password for this user account. Must be alphanumeric. 
- Full name:  Full name of the user 
- Email Address: Email address of the user 
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Image: 9.1.2 Add User 

- Groups: All available groups will be displayed here with a check box beside their names. Any one or all can be 
selected from groups and it will specify what all groups this user will be a part of. It can be a normal user or admin 
or any other user as per available groups. 

9.2. Groups 
Groups will be created in Alchemize to specify the entitlements. It will allow configuration of various access which 
can be provided to all the features of application like access to - repositories, rule sets, jobs, calendar etc. A group can 
have least or the highest level of privileges depending upon selection of available functionalities. As a standard 
practice, admin user will have highest level of privilege and a normal user will have lowest level of privileges. A 
system admin will have access to see list of all groups. 

 

Image: 9.2.1 Groups Page 

A new group can be created by clicking on  button from the top right corner of the above screen. 
Once clicked, below screen will appear and it will ask for these details: 

- Name: name of the group. A unique identifier. 
- Description: A relevant description of the group. 
- Access: All the available functionality which this group will have access to, needs to be selected here. 
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Image: 9.2.2 Add Groups 

 

Enter all the details and click on  to save this new group. 
 
9.3 Private repository 
Private repository is the own internal repository of Alchemize. Alchemize system internally supports different types of 
repositories to support different types of databases ranging from DB2, Oracle, SQL Server, HSQL and PostgreSQL. A 

system admin can create a new repository for Alchemize whenever required by filling below details:

 

Image: 9.3.1 Private repository 

- Database Type: Type of the database to be selected from drop down containing values: DB2, ORACLE, SQL 
SERVER, HSQL or POSTGRES. 

- Database Driver: Type of driver depending upon the database type. 
- Database Model: Database model, whether it will be RDBMS or BIG DATA 
- Server Name IP: IP address where this database will be configured/ 
- Port: Applicable port to access database 
- Database: Name of the database to be connected. 
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- Schema: Database schema name 
- Database User: Valid Username to connect to the database 
- Password: Valid password for authentication and connecting to database. 
- XA Temp Directory: XA logs temporary directory 

 
9.4 License  
A license issued by authorities to give permission. Admin user can create license here by providing License Number 
and Expiry date means till that day user can access the application. 

 

Image: 9.4 Licenses 

9.5. Dialects 
The basic idea of this tab is to map external data type to Alchemize data types.  It is used for Mx- Archive only. 
These are the supported Alchemize type  
Alchemize types: VARCHAR, CHARACTER, BIGINT, INTEGER, NUMBER, CURRENCY, DATE, TIME, 
DATETIME, TIMESTAMP, DOUBLE 
 
For example: while reading data from a simple table we need to map it to one of the appropriate Alchemize data type 
and while writing to a DB we need to cast to appropriate target type. 
 
There is inbuilt mapping for all the 4 supported DBMS systems but there are chances that some types are not covered 
in the default inbuilt mapping so using these dialect mapping we can handle this one of limitation is that binary types 
are not supported currently. 
 

 

 

 

 
Image: 9.5 Dialects 
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9.6. About 
It's give detail information of application hardware and software specification. 

 

Image: 9.6 About Page 
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